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NATIONAL SECURITY BILL, 2017

SECOND READING

On the Order:

Resuming debate on the motion of the Honourable
Senator Gold, seconded by the Honourable Senator
Moncion, for the second reading of Bill C-59, An Act
respecting national security matters.

Hon. Yonah Martin (Deputy Leader of the Opposition):
Honourable senators, I rise today to speak on Bill C-59, An
Act respecting national security matters.

Bill C-59 is divided into nine parts and does many things. I
would like to focus on just one element in this legislation, which
has understandably received considerable attention from the
public, particularly from exasperated parents whose innocent
children have been wrongly affected due to having the same name
as those on the “no-fly list.” I’ve met with these parent advocates
and spoken to them by phone. In support of their tireless effort, I
do support the adoption of certain parts of this bill and hope that
some of the problematic parts will be further examined at
committee. Therefore, I will focus on Part 6 of the bill, which
amends the Secure Air Travel Act, or SATA, to allow the
Minister of Public Safety to inform parents that their child is not
on the list.

Bill C-59 would also allow the Department of Public Safety to
electronically screen air passenger information against the SATA
list with the objective of preventing false name matches, otherwise
known as “false positives.”

The government has started consultations on regulatory
changes that would create government-controlled centralized
screening of the SATA list and improve data that might better
prevent false positives. The government is also promising to
improve the fairness of the recourse process to create a unique
identifier to help distinguish legitimate travellers from listed
individuals on the no-fly list.

The government has pledged to adopt a new approach to the
review of complaints that someone is on the SATA list unfairly.
Such an individual’s name will be removed from the SATA list if
a decision on their recourse application is not rendered by the
Minister of Public Safety within 120 days. The minister is also
giving himself the ability to extend this decision period if he
believes he needs more information.

While the government has argued that the steps it is taking will
assist parents and those who are unfairly on the list, many groups
are arguing that the government should be doing more to
comprehensively address this issue.

Honourable senators, there are many components of the bill
before us that are being rightly criticized for weakening our
national security legislation. However, in relation to those who
have been unjustly and unfairly placed on the no-fly list, we could
say the opposite as there are other issues.

Zamir Khan has a five-year-old son — Sebastian — who has
been held up at the border since he was six weeks old. His son’s
name matches someone on a national security list. Having met
with these parent advocates whose children and families have
been affected in the same way as the Khan family — experiencing
unnecessary delays, having to prove or defend their identity and
missing flights as a result — it’s a problem for Canadian families
that must be corrected once and for all.

When Zamir Khan testified before the Standing Committee on
Public Safety and National Security in the House of Commons,
he pointed out that Bill C-59 really only takes a small step toward
enabling a redress system for Canadians flagged as false positives
by Canada’s no-fly list.

The legislation creates no obligation or guarantee that the new
system will be truly effective for those flagged as false positives.
For one, there is a high degree of opaqueness when it comes to the
redress process. If the minister refuses to delist a person, that
person can go to court to ask a judge to review the minister’s
decision. However, it’s the government lawyers who will present
the court with information relevant to the listing, and the person
listed has no access to this information other than a summary of
the reasons for the listing.

The hearing can also be held in secret, should the minister so
request, with neither the accused nor their lawyer able to attend.

There may be good reasons for this in cases where the accused is
terrorist affiliated, but for those wrongly affected who are on the
no-fly list, the opaqueness of the process raises legitimate
concerns.

If one is wrongly on the no-fly list, the impact on the individual
can be serious and substantial. Since the no-fly list can be shared
with foreign governments, there is a risk that this sharing of
information could lead to potential danger of detention and
mistreatment abroad or, at the very least, cause the affected
individual and families to worry about such consequences.

Federal government officials have never said how many people
are affected by the current no-fly list, nor will they disclose the
number of people on the SATA list due to “security reasons.”

In the United States, the number of people on comparable lists
has been published. If that is so, it is reasonable to ask why
additional secrecy is necessary in Canada when it does not appear
to be required in the United States. I am certain the committee to
which this bill is referred will examine this matter thoroughly.

It is also my understanding that the Human Rights Committee
has decided to examine the complex issues associated with the no-
fly list. I hope the study will coincide with the principal
committee’s examination of Bill C-59 to further inform the
committee as well as all senators in this chamber.

In this respect, I think there are at least several issues that
should be examined.
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First, what options exist for improving the transparency of the
envisaged redress process? Second, can we ensure there is greater
transparency related to some of the statistics and data related to
the no-fly list? Third, what are the arguments in favour of utilizing
the current SATA list when compared with other options for
keeping suspected terrorists off planes?

Some have suggested that perhaps terrorism peace bond
provisions in the Criminal Code might be better mechanisms
for prohibiting air travel. Such peace bonds are imposed by a
court and they are time-limited. Is that a realistic option, or could
we make terrorism peace bonds more flexible to incorporate such
a function?

I am aware that in the U.S. system a person subjected to false
positives related to travel can apply for a special travel number
that they can subsequently use when booking future airline tickets
to prevent being flagged for subsequent travel. Is that a better
approach than what is being proposed in Bill C-59?

Senators, I do not claim to have answers to the questions. Given
the negative and unintended impacts that the no-fly list can have
on those who unjustly find themselves on the list, I believe we
have an obligation to seriously consider whether we can improve
our approach beyond what is being proposed in this bill.

I found out a few weeks ago that my sister’s name is on that list.
She was very stressed at the airport and had brought all sorts of
paperwork to prove she is not the person on this list. I know this
issue affects many families.

This is something I urge our committee to look at carefully. The
families wrongly affected by this issue have waited long enough
and deserve our best efforts to provide clear and fair legislation to
right the wrong once and for all.

Nonetheless, as is, Bill C-59 remains problematic. Should it be
adopted at second reading and referred to committee, I trust the
bill can be thoroughly studied and we will receive a report that we
will consider carefully at third reading. Thank you.
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